Deliver a smile

RAF board in 2011 and has served faithfully.

Gardens Chairman for the Dogwoods Art Festival. She joined the a power house of flower knowledge and serves as the Open

Connie.

said volunteering with an organization which makes such a difference

Acts of Flowers can literally change their world. I am proud of

Francesca.

Her and Robert (33).

Studies have repeatedly proven

difference an RAF bouquet

patients. There are many difficult lessons to understand in the Torah. However, the lesson in today's portion
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Don't throw out that fall beauty, transform it.

holiday season with a generous application of glitz and glitter.

Make your fall decorations transition into the Christmas

All Occasions Party Rentals' talented Event Designer, Gina

To purchase tickets, call (865) 633-9082 or visit

Take a night to come experience the magical art of floral and
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Connie Wallace has a heart for

this. A simple act of kindness such

understanding of the difference a

If you have spent your

she knows first-hand the

For my mitzvah project I wanted to raise awareness for

Random Acts of Flowers, a local organization that does

Random Acts of Flowers perform exactly one simple act. During this year we had a Food Bank project where, showing their organization and that we were

in her lifelong passion of caring for others and helping
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it is to encourage a culture of giving throughout

the founder, Larsen Jay, speak to our congregation.

Random Acts of Flowers Knoxville is able to make throughout

Grandview Gardens Chairman for the Dogwoods Art Festival. She joined the RAF board in 2011 and has served faithfully.

Gardens Chairman for the Dogwoods Art Festival. She joined the

a power house of flower knowledge and serves as the Open
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Random Acts of Flowers Knoxville has recycled and repurposed flowers by engaging dedicated volunteer teams to deliver beautiful bouquets and moments of inspiration to individuals in healthcare facilities across the nation.

As a result of the "green" nonprofit organization's mission fulfillment, there are 41,345 bouquets delivered, 23,741 volunteer hours, and 93,340 positive impressions for both Knoxville and RAF across all-time mission fulfillment numbers. The below statistics represent the individuals, and the community.

Thank you for such a great time at our recent fundraiser. We had a great time serving the community and a fantastic night thanks to all of you who attended and supported our event. We are so grateful to have such a wonderful partner in Pilot Flying J.

Marcy Meldahl

Volunteer in a wonderful situation that has been finding her niche at Random Acts of Flowers since joining the team in August of 2015. Marcy says that being able to see how RAF is a very welcoming place and says "RAF treats its volunteers better than some businesses treat their employees!" She says that the seasonal volunteer is a way to try new things while trying to make her entry into the organization very pleasant.

One of her favorite experiences was the day she delivered a bouquet that the lady received minutes before she passed away! Marcy says that many times that she has helped deliver a bouquet, she has noticed from the outside of the patient's room a feeling like RAF has to a large degree as a Human Resource Professional.
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